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It’s an idyllic 40-acre farmstead, striking enough on 

its own, with its lush pastures and stone-and-shingle 

barns. To the immediate right is a wildlife preserve, 

a saltwater marsh owned by the Audubon Society, 

populated by sandpipers and ospreys. 

Te backdrop is the Newport Bridge, a blue-green 

behemoth so forward in the landscape that it seems 

to deliver motorists right down into the pastures 

themselves. Te island is a short drive from I-95, 

and the bridge connects Jamestown to Newport, a 

traditional summer playground for New Englanders.

Long before George and Martha Neale established 

Windmist here, this land was a farm. George has been 

working catle here for more than 50 years, since he 

was just a litle kid. George and Martha inherited 

the land in 2002 when George’s father passed, and 

in 2007 sold development rights with the help of 

the Town of Jamestown, USDA, the Champlin 

Foundation and Te Nature Conservancy, preserving 

its agrarian heritage forever.

George’s full-time work is contracting; he holds 

two architecture degrees, along with a plant and soil 

science degree from the University of Rhode Island. 

Martha’s degree in botany is from URI as well, and 

she worked as a teacher before coming home for good 

in 2008 to help run one of the area’s most successful 

and well-known local-sourced meat businesses. 

Windmist’s location—smack in the middle of the 

island—makes it ideal for discerning foodies on their 

way home to Boston and the suburbs of southern 

Connecticut. Te cars on North Road will ofen slow 

down just a bit to take in the view.

But it’s the food the farm produces that is worth 

stopping for.

Oreo Cows

Aside from the landscape, those passing by 

Windmist might also notice an unusual breed of 

catle grazing the pastures. Te more than five dozen 

head of Belted Galloway have a look as distinctive 

as the farm they belong to—a shaggy, dark-red to 

black coat with a white “belt” around the midsection. 

George bought three “Belties” more than 20 years ago 

now—he remembers calling them Oreo cows back 

then—and has since built a herd that is as good to 

look at as it is for business. “I still have the picture, 

the one he showed me of these belted cows I didn’t 

know existed,” says Martha.

If the breed is eye-catching to the tourists, it’s 

a genuine draw for Windmist customers. A coarse, 

shaggy outer coat makes it well-suited for the chilly 

New England climate, without the layer of back fat 

that usually keeps catle naturally warm. Te result is 

not only lean meat for the customer, but efficiency for 

the producer; carcass weights are ofen 60% or more 

of live weights. At Windmist, Belties are exclusively 

grass-fed, offering yet another healthy advantage for 

the foodie customer.

Te breed is efficient on grass as well. George put 

up 400 bales of hay last year, and Martha says they 

supplemented a bit with some purchased hay, but 

that it doesn’t take much to keep the herd going. Still, 

the Belties are a genetically small breed, and George 

calved his first Beltie-Black Angus matches this 

If you’re standing by a fencepost on the western end of

Windmist Farm, you can look one way and watch the cars

go by on North Road, the one that connects Highway

138 on Rhode Island’s Conanicut Island with downtown

Jamestown. You can look the other way and observe

a breathtaking view—the same one the folks in those

passing cars are snapping their heads around to catch. 
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